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Measurement of resistance and spin-memory loss„spin relaxation… at interfaces using sputtered
current perpendicular-to-plane exchange-biased spin valves

Wanjun Park, David V. Baxter,* S. Steenwyk,† I. Moraru, W. P. Pratt, Jr., and J. Bass
Department of Physics, Center for Fundamental Materials Research, and Center for Sensor Materials, Michigan State Univer

East Lansing, Michigan 48824-1116
~Received 10 January 2000!

We describe measurements using a technique for determining interfacial resistances and loss of spin-
direction memory~spin relaxation! for nonmagnetic metals and nonmagnetic interfaces. The technique in-
volves inserting the metal of interest, or a multilayer, into the middle of a current-perpendicular~CPP!
permalloy-based exchange-biased spin-valve and monitoring the resulting increase in CPP resistance and
decrease in magnetoresistance. The technique has the advantage over earlier ones of giving both uniform
current and control of the required magnetic states. We test and validate the technique using~a! an alloy, CuPt
~6 at. %!, in which the spin-diffusion length has previously been measured with a different technique,~b! a
metal, Ag, where we expect a long spin-diffusion length, and~c! Cu/Ag interfaces, where we expect little if
any spin-memory loss. We then use the technique to measure spin-memory-loss~the spin-diffusion length! at
4.2 K of the antiferromagnetic alloy FeMn, which is used for pinning the ferromagnetic layers in our spin-
valves, and of sputtered single layers of V, Nb, and W preparatory to measuring interfacial resistance and
interfacial spin-memory loss in sputtered@Cu/Ag#N , @Cu/V#N , @Cu/Nb#N , and@Cu/W#N multilayers withN
repeats. To our surprise, we discovered large interfacial spin-relaxation rates for V/Cu, Nb/Cu, and W/Cu
interfaces. These rates seem to be understandable as due to spin-orbit coupling in high resistivity interfacial
alloys.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-polarized transport in ferromagnetic~F! metals,
where the scattering of conduction electrons depends u
the relative directions of the electron spin and the local m
netizationM, has been studied since the 1970s.1 Interest in
the topic exploded recently after the discovery of giant m
netoresistance~GMR! in ferromagnetic-nonmagnetic~F/N!
metal multilayers,2 and rapid progress to GMR-base
technology.3 It was recognized early on that spin-relaxati
~loss of spin-direction-memory! could degrade
spin-polarization.1 Initial studies were limited to spin-curren
mixing due to scattering by phonons or magnons, which
quires temperatures high enough to produce significant p
non and magnon populations.1,4 Recent studies of spin
current mixing are reviewed in Ref. 5.

Only more recently was it recognized4,6,7 that spin-
relaxation could be important even at low temperatures~e.g.,
4.2 K! where scattering by phonons and magnons is ne
gible, and that such relaxation might remain dominant
high temperatures. Low temperature spin-relaxation is
tracting increasing attention,5–16 but is still inadequately un-
derstood. In this paper we describe in detail, test, and im
ment a new low-temperature detector in the curre
perpendicular to the plane~CPP! geometry17 that allows
fairly straightforward measurements of the resistances
N1/N2 interfaces and of spin-relaxation within N metals
alloys and at N1/N2 interfaces. The technique was first a
plied in Ref. 16.

Spin-relaxation within N metals was first studied b
Johnson and Silsbee6 and Johnson.9 We and others later ex
tended measurements to N alloys10,13 and to F metals and
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alloys.7,12 The techniques of the previous studies of N laye
did not give complete control over the two magnetic sta
needed for a rigorous analysis, the ones in which the m
netizationsM of adjacent F layers are aligned parallel~P! or
antiparallel~AP! to each other. We achieve such control
means of a permalloy~Py!-based exchange-biased spin-val
~EBSV! geometry18, where a layer of the antiferromagnet
~AF! metal FeMn adjacent to one Py layer~the ‘‘pinned’’
layer! constrains that layer’sM so that it reorients only at a
much higher field than that needed to reorient theM of a
second, identical-thickness Py layer~the ‘‘free’’ layer!. The
two Py layers are separated from each other by an N la
thick enough to eliminate any exchange coupling betwe
them. The only measurements of spin-relaxation at interfa
known to us are those from ESR studies of interfaces
alkali metals with Cu, Mn, and Al~Ref. 19! and the prelimi-
nary report16 of our Cu/Nb multilayer data. The ESR studie
led to the belief4 that any spin-relaxation at interfaces
small. In contrast, we show that spin relaxation at some
terfaces can be substantial.

Since there should be few paramagnetic impurities in
Cu or the inserts, the spin-relaxation we study should
dominated by spin-orbit coupling. To allow a simple study
spin-orbit coupling, we chose Ag, which is chemically sim
lar to Cu and where we expect to find a long spin-diffusi
length, and the three metals V, Nb, and W, which are che
cally similar to each other.20 Since spin-orbit coupling in-
creases with increasing row in the periodic table,21 we expect
spin-relaxation to increase from V to Nb to W. Ag, V, Nb
and W are all nearly insoluble in Cu,22 so interface intermix-
ing should occur only during deposition. The Nb and V la
ers are thin enough so that, sandwiched between Cu
ferromagnetic Py layers, they remain non-superconductin
1178 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 1179MEASUREMENT OF RESISTANCE AND SPIN-MEMORY . . .
our measuring temperature of 4.2 K; in fact, our thickest
layer, tNb520 nm, remained normal down to about 2.7
We test and validate our detector in three ways. First, qu
titatively using an alloy of CuPt~6 at. %!—hereafter just
CuPt—where the spin-relaxation length, the spin-diffus
length l sf

CuPt, is dominated by spin-orbit coupling associat
with the heavy Pt impurity and was previously measu
with a different technique.10 Second, qualitatively with sput
tered Ag, where we expectl sf

Ag to be long. Third, also quali-
tatively, with @Cu/Ag# interfaces, which should give little o
no spin-memory loss. We then study spin-memory loss
single layers of antiferromagnetic FeMn, because of its r
in our EBSVs, and in V, Nb, and W, mainly because w
need their parameters for our studies of@V/Cu#, @Nb/Cu#, and
@W/Cu# interfaces, but also to get a feeling for the sizes ofl sf
in sputtered multilayers of these metals. We note that va
of l sf at 4.2 K for nominally ‘‘pure’’ metals are not quanti
tatively transferrable, because they are determined by
particular residual defects~impurities and point, line, and
surface—e.g., stacking faults! produced by a given prepara
tion system. The simple exponential decay of our data w
increasing layer thickness at least shows that the defec
our samples do not vary substantially with layer thickne
Lastly, observation of systematic variations in interface
sistance, and systematically different spin-memory loss,
interfaces of Cu with Ag and the three chemically simi
metals V, Nb, and W, lets us rule out spurious results du
accidental magnetic contamination of any single type of
terface.

II. SAMPLES AND PRINCIPLES OF THE TECHNIQUE

Our sample preparation, characterization, and sputte
techniques, and our method of measuring the CPP-MR h
been described elsewhere.23 The basis of the present tech
nique is our standard method of crossed;1 mm wide, 250
nm thick superconducting Nb strips,23 used to produce uni
form current flow through the areaA;1.1 mm2 of the
sample of interest—here our EBSV-based spin-relaxa
detector. In the present study we sputtered a 10 nm thick
layer on top of the bottom Nb strip to help the AF-me
FeMn grow in the proper crystal structure for pinning24 and a
10 nm Cu layer just below the last Nb strip to minimize t
saturation fieldHs of the topmost Py layer. Separate stud
have shown that these Cu layers become superconductin
the proximity effect, so that the S/FeMn and S/Py interfa
specific resistances between each superconductor an
neighboring F-layer or AF-layer remain the same for t
Nb/Cu bilayers as for a bare Nb layers. The crossed-s
geometry lets us directly measure the experimental quant
of interest25 for our detector: its specific resistances~areaA
times resistanceR! for the two magnetic statesAR(AP),
AR(P), and the difference between them,ADR5AR(AP)
2AR(P).

The detector, sandwiched between the Nb strips, con
of a sputtered Py-based CPP-EBSV, in the middle of wh
is placed the insertX of interest as shown in Fig. 1. Th
EBSV consists of two equal thickness (tPy524 nm) layers of
Py separated by a Cu layer thick enough (tCu520 nm) to
magnetically decouple the Py layers. We chosetPy@ l sf

Py

55.5 nm to make the signal of interest insensitive to sm
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sample-to-sample fluctuations intPy ~Ref. 7! and because
large tPy simplifies the analysis as described in Sec. III. D
tailed studies ofAR(AP), AR(P), and ADR for Py-based
EBSVs without inserts have already been published.7 Fig. 2
shows that both the magnetizationM and AR for a control
EBSV ~with no insertedX layer! show the required sharp
transitions betweenP and AP states and constant values

FIG. 1. Sample structure showing the Nb cross strips and
EBSV with insertX.

FIG. 2. AR ~filled circles! and magnetization~M! ~open dia-
monds! hysteresis curves for a Py-based EBSV without an inse
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1180 PRB 62WANJUN PARK et al.
each state. The insertX within the Cu layer can be either
single N layer of thicknesstN , or a multilayer with N
bilayers—the number of bilayersN is italicized to distin-
guish it from N for the nonmagnetic metal. The effect
such an insert on the spin-valve signal is demonstrate
Fig. 3, which compares the AR hysteresis loops for a con
spin valve with those from spin valves with inserts ofX5Ag,
CuPt, V, Nb, and W. The basic principle of the detector
that spin relaxation inX will causeADR to decrease expo
nentially with tN or N, and measurement of that decrease w
allow extraction of the magnitude of the spin relaxation.
practice the situation is slightly more complicated since
inserted layer or multilayer increases the resistance of
structure in addition to providing avenues for spin relaxati

Both spin relaxation and the added resistance introdu
by the insert can reduce theADR of our EBSV structures. If
the relaxation rate is not too large, and is dominated by p
cesses in the bulk of the inserted layer, then the Valet-F
~VF! theory4 predicts that

ADR}exp@2tX / l sf
X#/~AR01ARx!. ~1!

The proportionality constant depends on the bulk and in
face spin anisotropy parameters for Py,tX and l sf

X are the
thickness and spin diffusion lengths of the insert,AR0 is for
the contribution to the denominator from the EBSV witho
the insert, andARx is the specific resistance increase asso
ated with the insert. If spin relaxation is dominated by int
facial processes we may modify the above result to the fo

ADR}exp$22Nd%/~AR01ARx!, ~2!

where 2N is the number of inserted interfaces andd5t I / l sf
I

is the ratio of the interface thickness to its spin diffusi
length.AR0 and ARx have the same meaning as in Eq.~1!
and we note that the latter has both interface and bulk c
tributions ARx5N(rNtN1rCutCu12ARCu/N). In most cases
the rCutCu term is negligible.

Even with no spin-relaxation inX ~i.e., l sf
N5 l sf

Cu/N5`), the
term ARx in the denominators of Eqs.~1! and ~2! causes
ADR to decrease algebraically with increasingtN or N, in a
way calculable from independent measurements of the p
erties of the component layers in the EBSV.

Spin-relaxation, in contrast, causesADR to decrease ex
ponentially as suggested by the numerators of Eqs.~1! and
~2!. The more rigorous equations actually used in our ana
sis are described in Sec. III. They account for spin relaxa
both at the Cu/N interfaces and within the N layers, b
assume thatl sf

Cu is so large that there is no spin-relaxatio
within the Cu layers. In this full theory the simple expone
tials of Eqs.~1! and~2! are replaced by hyperbolic function
but we shall see that the essential physics is well descr
by the above simplified forms.

III. EQUATIONS

Formally, our data are fit by solutions to equations d
rived for our multilayered samples using the two sp
channel~VF! theory for finitel sf .

4 For CPP current flow in a
F/N multilayer, the VF theory describes the spin-polariz
transport in terms of a splitting of the electrochemical pot
tials for the spin-up and spin-down electrons. Relations
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written for the spin-dependent, and spatially varying, chem
cal potentials and spin-dependent currents in each of the la
ers in the sample, and these relations are matched at t
interfaces, taking account of interfacial specific resistance
when needed but neglecting any interface-induced spin r
laxation. In this theory, havingtPy@ l sf

Py simplifies the com-
putation ofADR, because any nonequilibrium spin distribu-
tion in the Py layer resulting from the spin-polarized curren
flowing through the EBSV decays with distance from the
Cu/Py interface over a length scalel sf

Py. Thus the regions of
the structure outside this distance from the Cu/Py interfac
~viz. the remainder of the Py layer, the FeMn layer, and th
Py/S interfaces! make no contribution toADR; they only
increase the total specific resistance of the structureAR.

Figure 4~a! shows the structural model used in adapting
the VF theory to the case of a single N-layer insert~X!, of
nominal total thicknesstX , in the middle of the Cu layer.
The Cu/N interface~I! is modeled as a uniform slab of resis-
tivity r I , spin-relaxation lengthl sf

I and thicknesst I to which
the Cu and N make equal contributions and for whichd

FIG. 3. ARhysteresis curves for Py-based EBSVs with no inser
and with single layer, 3 nm thick inserts of Ag, CuPt~6 at. %!, V,
Nb, and W.
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5tI /lsf
I . For tX>t l , one hastN5tX2t I , where tN is the

thickness of the bulk part of the N layer andARCu/N5r I t I .
The bulk N layer is assumed to have spin-diffusion len
l sf
N , and the Cu layer, of thicknesstCu and resistivityrCu, to

have infinitel sf
Cu. For tX,t I , the two overlapping interfacia

slabs are treated as one slab with total thickness52tX , tN

50, andr I andd the same as before.
The sample structure shown in Fig. 4~a! was chosen to be

symmetric, which simplifies the VF equations because
spin-split chemical potentials have even and odd symm
about the center of the N layer for AP and P states of the
layers, respectively. Algebraic equations forADR can then
be obtained, as displayed below:

ADR52~brPy* l sf
Py1gARPy/Cu* !2S 1

DP
2

1

DAP
D , ~3!

where

FIG. 4. ~a! Simplified picture of an EBSV with a single N-laye
insert ~X! of total thicknesstX in the middle of the Cu layer. Each
Cu/N interface slab has thicknesst I for tX>t I . ~b! ADR vs tX for
solutions to Valet-Fert~VF! theory. Solid curve: numerical solu
tion; solid circles: algebraic solution; dot-dashed curve: Eq.~1! ~this
curve overlaps with the solid curve fortX below the ‘‘knee’’!;
dashed line~vertical position arbitrarily set!5numerator of Eq.~1!:
exp(2tN /lsf

N) where tN is the thickness of the bulk part of the N
layer. The parameters for the VF solutions aretCu510 nm, t I

51 nm, ARCu/N52 fVm2, d5t I / l sf
I 50, rN5100 nVm, l sf

N

510 nm, andbPy50.7660.07 ~see text!. Other parameters are a
in Ref. 7.
h

e
ry
y

DAP,P5rPy* l sf
Py1ARPy/Cu* 1rCutCu1S ARCu/N

d D

3S ARCu/N

d
1~rNl sf

N!coth~d! f N
AP,P

~ARCu/N/d!coth~d!1~rNl sf
N! f N

AP,P
D ~4!

with f N
AP5coth(tN/2l sf

N) and f N
P5tanh(tN/2l sf

N). For the Py lay-
ers,rPy

↑,(↓) is the resistivity andARPy/Cu
↑,(↓) is the Py/Cu interface

resistance for conduction electron moment parallel~antipar-
allel! to the magnetization, givingrPy* 5(rPy

↑ 1rPy
↓ )/4 and

ARPy/Cu* 5(ARPy/Cu
↑ 1ARPy/Cu

↓ )/4. The anisotropy parameter
b and g are defined byb5@(rPy

↓ 2rPy
↑ )/(rPy

↓ 1rPy
↑ )# and g

5@(ARPy/Cu
↓ 2ARPy/Cu

↑ )/(ARPy/Cu
↓ 1ARPy/Cu

↑ )#.
The parameters within the Py and at the Py/Cu interfa

are taken to be those published in Ref. 7, except that we h
increasedb from 0.7360.07 to 0.7660.07 to account for
slightly larger values ofADR seen in our more recently pro
duced Py-based EBSVs without inserts.26

Fig. 4~b! showsADR vs tX for the VF theory as applied to
the multilayer structure of Fig. 4~a!, using parameters indi
cated in the figure caption. To obtain solutions to more co
plicated, less symmetrical multilayers, we usually solve
coupled linear-equation problem numerically; this numeri
solution is shown as a solid curve. To simplify the soluti
for this plot, we have assumed that there is no spin relaxa
in the Cu/N interfacial region (t I! l sf

I ). The solid circles are
the algebraic solution@Eqs. ~3! and ~4!#. As expected, the
solid curve and the circles are indistinguishable. The d
dashed curve represents Eq.~1!, suitably normalized to agree
with the exact solution attX50. Equation~1! clearly pro-
vides a reasonable approximation to the expected beha
especially for smalltX . The ‘‘knee’’ in the solid curve at
tX51 nm(5t I) occurs at the value oftX where the two Cu/N
interfaces become fully formed. Thus measurements ofADR
for an EBSV can detect the formation of just two interfac
in the Cu layer between the two Py layers, so long asARCu/N
is sufficiently large—see Eq.~1! discussion. The dashe
curve indicates the exponential form, exp(2tN / l sf

N), from the
numerator of Eq.~1!. The slopes of the solid and dashe
curves agree well at largetX .

Figure 5~a! shows the assumed sample structure fo
multilayer insert containingN@Cu/N# bilayers. The VF
theory is first used to relate the two parameters of the s
split chemical potentials in the Cu layers at each end of
unit cell via a simple 232 transfer matrix. Then the whole
structure is solved numerically, including contributions fro
both Py layers. Figure 5~b! is a plot ofADR vs N. The solid
curve is the solution for the parameters listed in the fig
caption. The dashed curve indicates the exponential form
the numerator of Eq.~2!. As expected, at largeN the slopes
of these curves are very similar.

IV. DATA AND ANALYSIS

We start with the data for single layer inserts. Figure
showed theARhysteresis curves for EBSVs with 3 nm thic
inserts of Ag, V, Nb, W, and CuPt. Similar curves are al
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1182 PRB 62WANJUN PARK et al.
obtained for FeMn. As in Fig. 2, all of the data show sha
transitions betweenAP and P states and well defined con
stant values ofAR in both theP andAP states. In contrast to
Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows data to fields in the positive directi
sufficiently large to unpin the exchanged-biased Py layer

Figure 6 shows the decreases inADR with tX for the
samples of Fig. 4 plus FeMn~i.e., samples with a single laye
inserted into the EBSV!. CuPt was measured to test the ne
technique by determining a value ofl sf

CuPt to compare with
the valuel sf

CuPt5862 nm measured earlier with a complete
different technique.10 The best fit~dotted curve in Fig. 6!
gives a value ofl sf

CuPt51163 nm that overlaps with the pre
vious one. We take this overlap to validate both techniq
to within their mutual uncertainties.

As a demonstration of our technique in a more gene
context we have also measured spin relaxation in the ant
romagnetic alloy FeMn used for the exchange-bias-pinn
in our EBSV. The FeMn data in Fig. 6 fall off very rapidl
with tFeMn. The dashed curve is a fit with very strong inte
facial spin relaxationd52.5 followed by a shortl sf

FeMn

;1.5 nm. Within uncertainties, the data can also be fit b
single line corresponding to slightly smaller value ford.

Turning now to the four nominally ‘‘pure’’ metals, we se
in Fig. 6 that ADR for N5V, Nb, and W first decrease
rapidly with increasingtN and then more slowly. We ascrib
the initial rapid decrease mostly to formation of the tw
Cu/N interfaces, which contribute to the denominator of E
~1! @and to the numerator ifd is large enough for Eq.~2! to
be more appropriate#. This ability to see the two interface

FIG. 5. ~a! Sample structure for inserts containingN unit cells of
@Cu/N# with Cu/N interfaces~I! as defined in Fig. 4 and the text.~b!
ADR vs N for solutions to VF theory. Solid curve: numerical sol
tion; dashed line~vertical position arbitrarily set!: numerator of Eq.
~1!: exp(22Nd). The parameters are the same as for Fig. 4~b!, ex-
cept heretN51 nm, l sf

N5`, andd5t I / l sf
I 50.2.
s

l
r-
g

a

.

form is important, as it lets us estimate the interface thi
ness. The lengths over which rapid decreases in Fig. 2 o
yield interface thicknessestCu/V5tCu/Nb50.660.1 nm and
tCu/W50.960.1 nm. The lack of any initial rapid decreas
with CuPt is due to the absence of any interface betw
CuPt and Cu, and the smallness of any decrease with A
consistent with the independently measured7 very small
value ofARCu/Ag50.04460.003 fVm2.

We attribute the later slower decrease inADR with tN to
the combination of increasing insert resistance@denominator
of Eq. ~1!# and spin-relaxation in N@numerator of Eq.~1!#.

FIG. 6. ADR vs tN for single layer inserts of CuPt, FeMn, Ag
V, Nb, and W. The solid curves are fits assumingl sf

N5`. The dotted
and dashed curves are fits with the values ofl sf

N given in Table I.

TABLE I. Independently measured resistivities, and derived
rameters, for metal layers or multilayers.

Metal or
Multilayer

r
~nVm!

l sf
N

~nm!
ARCu/N

~fVm2! d5tCu/N/ l sf
Cu/N

CuPt~6 at. %! 160630 1163
Ag 762 .40
V 105620 .40
Nb 78615 2525

1`

W 92610 4.861
Cu/Ag 0.04460.003 0
Cu/V 1.1560.15 0.0760.04
Cu/Nb 1.1060.15 0.1960.05
Cu/W 1.5560.1 0.9660.1
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For Ag and V the predicted~solid! curves using indepen
dently measured parameters and assuming no spin-relax
are so close to the data that we can only say thatl sf

Ag and l sf
V

are.40 nm, the maximuml sf
N that we can distinguish from̀

with the layer thicknesses measured. This expectedly l
l sf
Ag shows that our technique does not produce spurious s

memory loss in single layers. For W, the predictions witho
spin-relaxation lie well above the data. The dashed cu
through the W data in Fig. 6 is a fit with the value ofl sf

W

54.8 nm given in Table I. The dashed curve through the
data in Fig. 6 is forl sf

Nb525 nm. Both the W and Nb fits
include also interfacial relaxation using thed parameters in
Table I. The fit to the Nb data is not unique. Those data
be fit with values of 20, l sf

Nb,` nm. A very longl sf
Nb agrees

best with Ref. 9. However, our fits to the@Cu/Nb#N data in
Fig. 8 below, or to our previously published16 @Cu/Nb#N
data, are then not so good. To ‘‘explain’’ the@Cu/Nb#N data
we would have to invoke an additional interfacial contrib
tion in Fig. 6 for intermediate Nb thicknesses, which wou
also have to explain the observed variation in falloff ra
with different Nb thicknesses in Ref. 16. In contrast, t
value l sf

Nb525 nm also fits reasonably well the data of Fig
~broken curve! and of Ref. 16.

We are now ready for our multilayer data. Figure 7 sho
that AR(AP) increases linearly withN. The slopes of these
curves represent the added specific resistances per ins
bilayer. From these slopes, plus separate measuremen
Cu and N films, we determined the values ofARCu/N listed in
column 4 of Table I. Armed with the materials parameters
the first three columns of Table I, obtained from the data
Figs. 6 and 7 and independently measured resistivities
separately sputtered thin films of each metal listed in colu
2 of Table I, we can determine the parameters for our EBS
with multilayer inserts and predict the decreases inADR
with N in the limit of no spin-relaxation at the insert inte
faces. For @Cu/Ag#N the prediction—solid curve in Fig

FIG. 7. AR(AP) vs N for @Cu/Ag#N , @Cu/V#N , @Cu/Nb#N , and
@Cu/W#N multilayer inserts.
ion

g
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8—is so close to the data that we need little if any interfac
spin relaxation~,0.5%/interface!. As Cu and Ag are chemi-
cally similar, and the Cu/Ag interface resistance is smal27

this result is expected, and serves as an additional chec
the validity of our technique. For the other three metals
Fig. 8, however, the data fall well below the predicte
curves—e.g., the dotted curve for@Cu/V#N . Best fits to the
data with the analysis described in Sec. III above gives
values in Table I ford5tCu/N/ l sf

Cu/N. The values ofd for
Cu/V, Cu/Nb, and Cu/W are surprisingly large for no
magnetic interfaces.

To try to explain the values ofARCu/N andd in Table I,
we assume simple intermixing of the interfaces during sp
tering to make a 50%/50% interfacial alloy, and we assu
that this alloyed region is characterized by the independe
measured bulk resistivity of the 50%/50% alloy. This mod
neglects effects of interfacial potential steps, an approxim
tion seemingly justified by a recent calculation.28

In this model,ARCu/N should be given just byrCu/NtCu/N,
whererCu/N is the resistivity of the 50%/50% interfacial a
loy, andtCu/N is the interface thickness. From Fig. 6, as w
as independent studies of interface thicknesses for our s
tered multilayers,27 we estimate the thicknessestCu/N given
above. The smallARCu/Ag for our sputtered Cu/Ag multilaye
has been satisfactorily explained elsewhere27 simply by in-
terfacial intermixing. No independent values ofARCu/N for
the other alloys exist. For these, we compare our new va
of ARCu/N with rCu/NtCu/N, taking for rCu/N, independently
measured values for ‘‘bulk’’ Cu~50%!/V~50%!, Cu~50%!/
Nb~50%!, and Cu~50%!/W~50%! alloys, or multilayers with
short modulation wavelengths, all of which appear to
;150 mV cm.29 For V and Nb, tCu/N50.6 nm then gives

FIG. 8. ADR vs N for @Cu/Ag#N @Cu/V#N , @Cu/Nb#N , and
@Cu/W#N multilayer inserts with fixed 3 nm thick layers of Ag, V
Nb, and W. The solid curve for Ag and the dotted curve for V a
predictions ford50 ~i.e., l sf

Cu/N5`). The dashed curves for V, Nb
and W are fits to the data using the values ofd given in Table I.
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ARCu/N50.9 fVm2, and for W,tCu/W50.9 nm givesARCu/W
51.4 fVm2, all close to the values in Table I.

We next ask if our derived values ofd can be due simply
to spin-orbit scattering within the same 50%/50% alloy
thickness 0.6 or 0.9 nm. We start with the equation forl sf
given in Ref. 11 in terms oflel , the elastic mean-free-path
andlsf , the spin-flip-length~we shall assumelsf5lso, the
spin-orbit length!:

l sf5A~lellsf/6!. ~5!

For a dilute alloy,lel can be written asC/rCu/N, whereC
is a constant associated with the ‘‘host metal’’ andrCu/N is
the alloy residual resistivity.30 For our assumed 50%/50%
alloys,C should involve both metals in a way that we do n
know. As the simplest choice, we take the host metal to
Cu, givinglel566 nm/(rCu/N).30 The resulting uncertainty is
probably a factor of 2. As noted just above, independ
measurements for N5V, Nb, and W all give rCu/N
;150m V cm.29 We thus takelel566 nm/15050.44 nm for
all three alloys. This small value partly explains the sh
values ofl sf .

The lsf due to spin-orbit coupling was recently shown
be very sensitive to details of Fermi surface structure.15 From
simple arguments we can thus expect only order of ma
tude results. Dimensional arguments suggest that the rele
cross-section should scale with the fourth power of
atomic chargeZ for a given valence.21 From Eq.~5! and the
constant value just above forlel , the values ofd for V:Nb:W
should then scale as 1:3:10~i.e., asZ2), similar to the ob-
served 1:3:14.

Using a calculated spin-orbit cross-sectionsso for V in
Cu,31 and the relationlso51/(cnsso), wherec50.5 is the V
concentration andn is the number of atoms/unit volume i
Cu, we estimate for V in Cu thatl sf51.2 nm andd50.5.
This estimate ofd is even larger than we observe, but t
right order of magnitude. Given that the estimate app
dilute-limit values forlel , sso, andn to a 50%/50% alloy,
and the apparent importance of Fermi surface details,15 this
level of agreement seems satisfactory.
t
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have described in detail and teste
technique for measuring spin-relaxation in nonmagne
metal layers and at nonmagnetic metal-nonmagnetic m
interfaces. For measurements within single layers, the te
nique has the advantages that the current is uniform ac
the sample and the parallel~P! and antiparallel~AP! mag-
netic states of the system are under complete control. It
has the unanticipated advantage of allowing monitoring
the growth of the interfaces between the insert layer of in
est and the Cu used to magnetically separate the mag
layers. For measurements at interfaces, it seems to be m
straightforward to analyze than ESR and probably m
widely applicable. Tests of the technique for single met
using CuPt and Ag gave satisfactory agreement with pre
ous measurements or expectation. The measured s
relaxation for FeMn is so strong that we describe it just by
interfacial spin-relaxation of roughly 90%/interface. Com
bining new experimental data with the measured values ol sf

N

for our sputtered layers with N5Ag, V, Nb, and W, we are
able to estimate values for spin-relaxation at Cu/Ag, Cu
Cu/Nb, and Cu/W interfaces. The spin-relaxation at Cu/
interfaces is expectedly small. In contrast, spin relaxation
Cu/V, Cu/Nb, and Cu/W interfaces is surprisingly larg
However, both the large sizes, and the relative magnitud
are compatible with a crude model where the interface
approximated as a Cu~50%!N~50%! alloy in which spin-
relaxation is due to spin-orbit coupling. If this analysis
correct, it is important, since it would then be unnecessar
invoke potential steps at the interfaces to understand ei
the interface specific resistance or the interfacial sp
relaxation, thereby simplifying analysis of spin-relaxation f
devices involving diffusive transport of spins across int
faces.
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